PROTECT YOUR

Environment. Staff. Customers.

Antiviral Sanitising Service
(Kills the COVID-19 virus)

Our nationwide ﬂeet of technicians are ready to sanitise and disinfect your
premises, ELIMINATING all envelope viruses, ﬂu and up to 99.9% of bacteria
from your premises.
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Antiviral Sanitising Service
(Kills the COVID-19 virus)
APPROVED COVID-19 SANITISING

Our preventative sanitisation service utilises eco-friendly, naturally derived, mild surfactants and a natural
fermentation extract to produce an environmentally-responsible and sustainable cleaner and disinfectant.

100%

99.9%
of Envelope Viruses, Flu
and Bacteria are killed

EN14476 approved to ﬁght against
envelope viruses for Coronavirus
(e.g. SARS, MERS, COV-19)

5min

Kills envelope viruses in 5 min

THREE SIMPLE STEPS TO ON-SITE SANITISATION
Our nationwide ﬂeet of technicians are ready to sanitise and disinfect your premises with our laboratory tested
and approved all-purpose sanitiser. The ingredients in our all-purpose sanitiser work in synergy to ensure
efﬁcient kill of a wide range of microbial species.

SPRAY

WIPE-DOWN

A trained Filta technician will
arrive at your restaurant and
thoroughly spray a light mist of
all-purpose sanitiser throughout
your site that is 99.999%
effective at killing envelope
viruses and bacteria.

The technician will then
wipe-down any high-touch
areas such as door handles and
railings. The santisier kills,
destroys and eliminates all
envelope viruses.

COVID-19 FREE
The solution is colourless with a
near odourless scent allowing
your business to operate as
normal. Our technician will
leave behind a sheet with the
date of last clean, areas cleaned
and our contact details.

ON-GOING SERVICE
A trained technician will then educate your employees on how to keep your restaurant sanitised
and leave a tailored “antiviral maintenance pack” of our all-purpose sanitiser. Alternatively, we
will arrange for a Filta technician to regularly visit your premises to continually reduce the risk
of infection. * Please note that our service is not limited to restaurants and we provide a range of businesses
with effective COVID-19 sanitising services.
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